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Where to find us! 
 
Room AG01D 
37 Rainforest Walk (Building 13A) 
Monash University, Clayton VIC 3800 
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How to join the Biomed Society! 
1. Go to https://portal.msa.monash.edu 
2. Log in with your student ID. 
3. Proceed to the 'Buy Club Membership' tab. 
4. Click the ‘select your club from the list’ dropdown box. 
5. Scroll down and choose ‘Biomedical’. 
6. If your home campus is Clayton, select ‘Ordinary’. Otherwise, select ‘Associate’. 
7. Fill in the prompts and click the ‘Buy Membership’ button. 

 
Note: Non-MSA memberships are $15, and MSA memberships are $10. Buy your MSA 
Rewards membership first to receive $10 Biomed Society membership. 

Biomed Society member perks: 
● FREE GAMSAT Masterclass and Interview Workshop run by Fraser's GAMSAT 
● Exclusive free access to all our academic events and discounted tickets to all of 

our social events throughout the year  
● Regular peer mentoring updates 
● Keep in the loop with regular tips and tricks for surviving Biomed 
● Be part of an amazing community made of like-minded friends and peers 
● Receive a goodie bag with the infamous stylish Biomed logo T-shirt, and 

discount for selected restaurants on campus  
● A guaranteed fun time  
● and more! 

 

How to keep up-to-date... 
FACEBOOK: Monash Biomed Society  

INSTAGRAM: @MonashBiomedSociety  

WEBSITE: http://monashbiomedsociety.org  

EMAIL: clubbiomed@monashclubs.org   
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President’s warm welcome  
Hello fellow friends of Biomed! 
 
Firstly, CONGRATULATIONS and welcome to all the new JAFFYs joining us this year!             
You’ve made it not only into a great degree at one of Australia's best universities but                
also into a community that we hope you’ll love. Get ready to expand your social               
horizons, boogie/study into all hours of the night and experience some of the most              
memorable years of your life! To all returning members, you know how it goes... Let’s               
do it all again and have another ripper year. 
 
I’m Flynn Adaway, a 3rd year Biomed student blessed with one of the greatest jobs for                
2020... being President of the Monash Biomed Society. 
 
This year has had a shaky start to say the least… Unfortunately I haven't been able to                 
see any of your lovely faces at university. We’ve had to postpone some truly              
sesh-tacular social events until after the coronavirus threat has passed, with the reality             
being that this is a complex and evolving situation and your safety is much more               
important than anything university can offer (please wash your hands). That being said,             
we fully intend to provide you all with the BEST student experience possible as soon               
face-to-face contact at uni resumes. The bright side is that semester 2 is looking to be                
more stacked than ever before, and we can’t wait to send it with you! 
 
While you all have been partying, relaxing and having a mint summer in general, your               
sexy Biomed committee has been hard at work to make your uni year as awesome as                
possible. We are doing this all for YOU because we love giving our members access to                
the most up to date academic information whilst allowing them to unleash their inner              
sesh-lord at our rowdy social events. No need for me to elaborate - check us out on                 
Facebook or Insta and you’ll see what I’m talking about. 
 
From my experience, joining the Biomed Society was one of the best decisions I’ve              
made. Whether you know lots of people, or nobody at all, getting involved with the               
society is bound to make your life at uni so much easier and more enjoyable. Meeting                
the many people in your cohort creates a sense of belonging and support, helping              
make our social events second to none (Biomed Ball literally won the best club event               
award last year)!! 
 
Anyway, that's enough from me! Feel free to flick either myself or the Biomed Society a 
message so we can get to know you all!! 
 
Wishing you all the best for 2020!! Stay safe and WASH YOUR HANDS!  
Flynn Adaway xoxo 
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Your 2020 committee 
 
FLYNN ADAWAY | President 

The Biomed show this year is being led by none other           
than the man sporting the sexiest mullet on campus.         
Flynn lives and breathes Biomed; rumour has it that his          
beautiful rig is the model that anatomy charts are based          
off. He also had 2 mentions on Monash Love Letters          
before it was shut down (RIP MLL). When he’s not          
studying hard (so most of the time) or thinking of new           
ways to enhance the student lives of those around him,          
you’ll be able to catch him at the beach having a surf or             
enjoying a “quiet beer” with his friends. The Committee is          
in very safe hands in 2020 with Flynn at the helm—he           
has massive plans for this year and he’s not about to let a             
pandemic get in the way of them… 

Fun fact: Flynn has a serious addiction to losing his Monash ID, he is desperate to                
beat the record number of issues ever needed (currently sitting at issue number 4). 

 
PHILIPPE PHAN | Academic Vice President 

Although he claims to get a min of 6 hours a night of             
sleep, something doesn’t add up here. Especially when        
you also include the fact that he is voluntarily enrolled in a            
Biomed/Eng double degree... Despite having a profound       
knowledge of the cardiovascular system (thanks      
BMS2031) he is known to consume an average of 4 Red           
Bulls per day, alongside a minimum of 8 sugar-free         
monsters and some No-Doz. His sleep deprivation and        
caffeine addiction result in only good things for the         
committee though; he is super on top of everything         
committee. Keep in the loop on his new diet solely based           
on Froot Loops cereal with Monster as a replacement for          
milk.  

Fun fact: Phil spent a total of 15 nights last year sleeping at university doing late-night                
study. Currently looking at a GoFundMe page so that he can stay on res. 
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BRYAN KHOO | Social Vice President 

Bringing you the ultimate dream hybrid between a        
hypebeast, LB, anime weeb and wholesome Asian boi. He         
is by far the most famous committee member to ever          
grace the society, with over 500,000 views on TikTok.         
Bryan took Biomed by storm in his first year, shaving          
Biomed into the back of his (now blonde) hair, earning          
himself the title of Jaffy Rep. Since then he’s climbed the           
corporate ladder, reaching the lofty heights of VP. Bryan         
sure knows how to party with fun party decorations, so          
rest assured that this year’s social events are in great          
hands! He also loved BMS1052 and BMS1062 so much         
that he decided to repeat them! Bryan has a heart of gold,            

the vocabulary to sweet talk any security guard, and an Asian flush that makes you               
warm just by looking at his cheeks.  

Fun fact: Bryan is the lead singer in 2 K-Pop groups and that is also the same number 
of drinks he can handle. 

 

CLAUDIA YUAN | Secretary 

The Biomed Society will always be in good hands for as 
long as Claudia is secretary due to her immaculate 
attention to detail and organisation. As well as making 
sure that everything on the committee is running as it 
should be, Claudia somehow manages to stay alive 
(barely?) whilst studying a Biomed/Eng double degree. 
However, the stress often leads her to some interesting 
2am DIY funky hair makeovers (bangs, blonde bangs, 
pink bangs, eyebrow slits, the list goes on…). Her hair 
makeovers extend far beyond the reach of her own head 
as a canvas. One needs to look only as far as Flynn’s 
mullet to appreciate her craftsmanship with scissors in 
hand. If you’re looking for her when she’s not working 

hard in the office, she’s most definitely at revs or the dance tent at BTV or Strawberry.  

Fun fact: Claudia lost her credit card in Europe by feeding it into the cash slot of an 
ATM #genius. 
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LUKE FRANZE | Treasurer 

When one thinks of Luke Franze, one immediately thinks of          
a beaming smile and a heart of gold. This self-proclaimed          
fashion guru may be a trendsetter but we’ll have to wait           
and see if cardigans do come back in fashion within the           
next half-century before we can properly decide. Another        
thing about Luke is that he gives off major Dad vibes.           
Despite living in Greenvale, he did attend every lecture for          
the entire first year at uni before he realised that they could            
be watched online. (Yes, face to face classes did exist          
once upon a time). We seriously wonder how he manages          
to fit in all of his money duties within the society, and            
maintain his 80+ WAM and regular high distinctions. 

Fun fact: Did we mention that he lives in Greenvale (like past the airport)?  

 
MAX TWYCROSS | Activities Officer 

Known for his notoriously stylish outfits, Max is one of the           
more flexible members of society. You can regularly find         
him with his foot above his head or his forearm down his            
throat. Not only does he have good looks, he also has an            
IQ higher than Einstein. Max has a history (and we are           
sure to see it in the future) of majestically riding a bike            
around cAMP with his blonde mane flowing in the wind.          
He is also your go to man for getting bottles of vodka            
taken off of you at venues. Max wears all forms of hats,            
but feels particularly protected from the sun wearing        
caps, especially at festivals. You can bet your life that our           
social calendar in second semester is going to be mental          
with Max as ½ of activities. 

Fun fact: Max was homeschooled in Zimbabwe for a few years where he learnt how to 
play the guitar. 
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STEPH RIXON | Activities Officer 

Honestly a goddamn NERD. Steph is one of THE MOST          
dedicated students to Monash university EVER. This can        
be confirmed by her almost losing her job because she was           
studying while at work. Although at the top of all the           
classes run at monash (even the ones she doesn’t attend),          
Steph is well known to down an entire bottle of vodka when            
running late to any event and having to be picked up by her             
sister 10 minutes later because she passed out on the          
bathroom floor. Steph’s nerd skills are going to come in          
handy as the other half of activities as she makes sure that            
all the events this year are meticulously planned to         

perfection and that they all run smoothly. 

Fun fact: Steph did not say goodnight to her parents on Biomed cAMP in first year,                
which is an extremely serious and convictable crime! 

 
KATE ROBINSON | Assistant Secretary 

Kate is one of the more energetic members of the          
committee. Considering a strong dislike for exams and a         
stronger affection for the sesh, there's no wonder why Kate          
is THE person you want by your side at one of our many             
famous events (except maybe Mystery Bus). Much like        
Bryan, Kate has also taken up a strong passion for          
BMS1052 and BMS1062 and has decided to repeat them!  

Fun fact: Kate has a history of yelling at people when they            
do not know her name, so pay attention to this face to avoid             
future conflict.  
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GAVIN ASHFORD | Assistant Treasurer 

Does the most work on the committee, due to his very           
demanding role of assistant treasurer…Gavin broke      
his finger at first-year cAMP but kept seshing for the          
rest of the weekend with only one pair of shoes (the           
only pair he owns apparently??), and is also on the          
run from the IRS for federal tax evasion...maybe.        
Definitely lives the furthest from uni at an astonishing         
distance of 5 mins stroll from the office. Still manages          
to turn up late to most classes and more importantly          
our weekly meetings at 8am. Nonetheless, the man is         
an absolute guitar wiz and a bit of an icon.  

Fun fact: Gavin ate his sister in utero. Do not cross           
him. He has the souls of two human beings inside him.  
 

AINSLEY SOMERS | Academic Officer  

We know that this year's events are going to be more           
relevant and engaging than ever with Ainsley as ½ of          
the academics squad! The purest and most       
wholesome girl you will ever come across at        
Monash—that is until you get to know her better.         
Ainsley is infamously known for her alter ego        
Arabella, who can pop out on the sesh after a few too            
many mojito jugs. Still yet to bring her sausage dog          
Molly to uni—not sure how her boyfriend isn’t jealous         
of how much more attention her dog gets over him          
yet. Easily convinced to leave lectures midway for        
Neptune’s chips loaded with chicken salt (would       
recommend). 

Fun fact: Ainsley has a twin brother, however, it is yet to be confirmed or denied                
whether he actually exists as he has never been seen by any other member of Biomed. 
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KATRINA YOUNG | Academic Officer  

The second half of the Academics dream team, Katrina has          
told us to expect huge things this year with the Academics           
this year sure to be bigger and better than ever thanks to            
her (assuming we’re allowed to have events after this         
COVID-19 situation gets under control). Catch her on the         
dancefloor every night out doing the renegade, but be sure          
to get her signature before she leaves Monash to pursue          
her TikTok celebrity career. Works 25 hours a day at her 3            
jobs (excluding her generous volunteer work). *Found       
herself* in Europe on about 10 Contiki tours last year doing           
solo travel. Can’t find her without her mum Vanessa for          
more than 10 mins... Ray of sunshine—almost impossible to         
catch her without a smile. 

Fun fact: She can recite every word of Disney’s Frozen and Frozen 2 with perfect               
accuracy in both English and French. 

 
ELLA O’CONNELL | cAMP & Launch Coordinator 

Loves a cheeky bowl of curry and absolutely loves to          
remind you of it too. Will always find her drinking a glass or             
10 of pink Moscato—take note, her favourite brand of         
Moscato is Brown Brothers. Loves a chat on the phone,          
unless your name is Luke Franze, and then you will always           
go to voicemail. Her mum is her biggest wing woman. No           
doubt you’ll bump into her at her daily Sushi Sushi          
pilgrimage on campus. Claims that she did 15 years of          
dance lessons to learn ballet, but really it was preparation          
for the uprising of her TikTok dancing fame. Eloped         
interstate with Claudia on Valentine’s day this year to avoid          
their combined total of 7 boyfriends. 

Fun fact: Ella has a secret Taylor Swift fan account where she worships her one and 
only queen, rumour has it that she also has tickets to her concert in Paris, France.  
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EDDIE CHEN | Sponsorship & Publicity Officer  

Eddie does a Biomed/Law double degree, so he must         
be smart (he asked us to put this ). He is very            
passionate about regular deodorant usage—especially     
the spray can variety. Is better known for his girlfriend          
/ best friend / ”it’s complicated” / close companion /          
friend with benefits, who has a large collection of         
Louboutins he so thoughtfully gifted to her. We’re still         
patiently waiting for our personal gifts, a Ferrari or two          
perhaps. This specimen is David Attenborough      
worthy, he was last sighted swimming butterfly deep        
into the ocean in Dromana (Harold Holt vibes). His         
favourite word to use is beautiful and we are so lucky           
to have this beautiful man on committee.  

Fun fact: Eddie is the biggest heavyweight on the committee and can consume an              
ungodly amount of alcohol. 

 
DAY-ETH SMIT | Peer Mentor Coordinator 

Absolute queen with a spicy accent. Will       
slam you in poetry any day and can parkour         
better than the average student. Favourite      
colour is ORANGE! Please leave any      
donations for her amazing scrapbooking at      
the Biomed Society Office. Her fashion      
sense rivals that of Max’s. One of the most         
valuable members of society in light of       
COVID-19 as she is the wonder woman       
keeping your Peer Mentoring Program     
running in these uncertain times.  

Fun fact: Day-eth doesn’t have Facebook so you’ll have to slide into her DMS via               
carrier pigeon. 
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HOW TO BE A GOOD JAFFY  
1. Don’t try to shrug off the title of ‘JAFFY’. If we had to live through it, so do you. This                     
title lasts until your first lecture of second year. This is non-negotiable, even if you have                
second-year units in first year.  

2. Say ‘yes’ to everything that makes sense: cAMP (especially cAMP, more than             
anything else!), parties, balls, boat cruises and unusually rowdy bus rides. Our activities             
officers put their heart and soul into organising these spectacular events and they are              
the best way of getting to know your peers in first year. If you go but don’t really like it,                    
all you’ve lost is a bit of money. If you don’t go, you’ll never know how many new mates                   
you could have almost made.  

3. There are many drinking chants at Monash. You wIll have plenty of time to learn 
them all. Don’t be overwhelmed. #trueblue  

4. The drinking culture at uni is very full-on for many people fresh out of high school.                 
Don’t feel pressured to drink beyond your borders, no matter how much other people              
are drinking. Your Biomed committee will likely go harder at the sesh than most people               
you know (except maybe Bryan who can only handle 2 standards), but we will never               
judge you or exclude you if our level of intensity isn’t your thing.  

5. Being ‘too cool’ for dress-up themes is uncool. The more elaborate your costume 
at any event, the more you will fit-in. Rumour has it, Katrina spent 3 hours making a hat 
for one of her costumes in first year.  

6. Apply to join the Biomed committee as one of our four Jaffy reps so you can assist                  
us in organising many social and academic events. Being selected is through a             
democratic voting process, so make a name for yourself at our events. 95% of the time,                
attendees of Biomed cAMP are selected, but if you can’t make it there, don’t be               
dissuaded!  
 
7. Sign up for Peer Assisted Study Sessions (PASS) and attend the sessions. PASS              
becomes available on Allocate+ around week 2, and you’d be silly to say no. These               
sessions are organised for certain first-year subjects that are considered a little more             
difficult and are run weekly. They aren’t compulsory but are highly recommended as             
they’re extremely helpful and well run.  

8. If you haven’t already met your peer mentor, then we think you should go log on to                  
Chronus and get in touch with them - like seriously go do it right now (if you don’t know                   
how, keep an eye out for the Chronus 101 webinar in your inbox)! The peer mentor                
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program is run by the Monash BDI Student Experience Team and is a great way to                
ease the transition into uni, which is usually a big and sometimes overwhelming             
experience - especially with all the changes that have occured this year. As a first-year,               
you’ll be paired with a volunteer second or third year student who has been selected by                
the program organisers. They’ve completed online modules in mentoring, diversity &           
inclusion and understanding mental health. We hope that having a Biomed mentor will             
mean that you are able to seek advice and support about settling into uni and your                
course. We’ve all been a first-year at some point in our university experience and we               
know how it feels. Make sure to keep in touch with your mentor and attend those online                 
zoom meetings to work through the immense amount of ‘newness’ that accompanies            
starting uni for the first time.  

9. You don’t have to attend all your lectures in person, there is an option to live-stream                 
them from your laptop and they are recorded so you will always be able to watch a past                  
lecture. Unwatched lectures can easily snowball into hours of eye-strain in the            
weeks leading up to exams so try to stay on top of them, as most need to be watched in                    
consequential order (meaning if you miss one, it can sometimes be hard to keep up in                
the next lecture without watching the one you miss). Keep track of when your lectures               
are, how many you have a week and set aside twice the amount of time the lecture                 
runs for to ensure you’re able to get through it all.  

*** Due to the current situation (thanks COVID-19 again), some of the advice regarding              
signing up for PASS and attending physical lectures isn’t relevant for the time being.              
HOWEVER, we will get through this together and return to regular uni-life at some              
point, at which time this advice will be gold. 
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BIOMED SOCIETY EVENTS 
Due to the current unknown state of the rest of the year, some of these               
events may not be running, and some other events may be added. For             
now, here’s some of the awesome events we’ll run later in the year just for               
you!

Social Events 
❖ cAMP: Unfortunately this semester,     
cAMP has been postponed until further      
notice. But that is no reason to not get super          
excited about the great weekend to come!!       
The one and only miserable feeling      
associated with cAMP (aside from the      
hangovers) belongs to the silly geese that       
don’t come along when they hear the       
awesome stories from our weekend of      
dancing and debauchery! We’ll take you on       
an adventure to a campsite near Aireys Inlet        
where for three days the booze is unlimited,        
the people are all the same age as you, and the dancing lasts all night. Trivia                
night kicks things off on the first night, followed by a thrilling dress-up party              
on the second. This is without a doubt the best way to meet your fellow               
Monashians and Jaffys. Also, did we mention, any first-year student is           
welcome, even if you don’t study Biomed... After all, who doesn’t love beer             
bongs and bunk beds?  

❖ Mystery Bus (???): Albert Einstein once stated, “The most beautiful           
experience we can have is the mysterious”, and this couldn’t be more            
relevant for this event. Prepare yourself to be left in an awe as you wonder               
where the next venue will be every time you jump back on the bus during               
this nighttime tour of Melbourne! Stopping at a variety of locations, this tour             
will fill you with feelings of anticipation and excitement... and potentially           
another hangover the next morning.  
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❖ Booze Cruise: Every year, this event sells out         
within 10 minutes and you can understand why.        
Cruising down the Yarra on a boat, dancing and         
enjoying the unlimited drinks with your friends is as         
close as most students get to paradise. Biomed is         
the only society where booze cruise offers unlimited        
spirits with mixers, and best of all, we pioneered the          
’Scull, Spew or Score!’ rule for every time our boat          
travels under a bridge.  
 
❖ Pub Crawl: Trawling through Chapel Street on a         
Thursday night is fun. What’s more fun is trawling         
through Chapel Street on a Thursday night with        
ridiculous drink specials, provided by your Biomed       
committee? Dress up according to the theme... and        
then party so hard that you forget you’re even in          
costume. We hope you don’t have any Friday        
morning lectures because this isn’t the kind of night         
you want to go home early from.  
 

❖ Bar Night: Beers and ciders priced no        
more than the gold coins in your pocket        
combined with our traditional theme of ‘Game       
of the Rings: Harry Potter Strikes Back’ (work        
out the references) makes for an extravagant       
night out without the nasty “how much did I         
spend?” panic that always follows the next       
morning. The more extra the costume, the       
better... unless it’s Jar Jar Binks.  
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❖ Biomed Ball: The most anticipated event of the year: the annual Biomed             
Ball held at the Palladium at Crown. Last year’s ball boasted over 1000             
stunning attendees, who enjoyed an amazing meal, unlimited drinks (as is           
the Biomed custom!), professional photography and of course free entry to           
our after party! This is by far the highlight of our social events calendar but               
be prepared to camp outside South One as early as 6am to secure tickets              
for you and your friends.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Academic Events 

❖ Electives Information Session: Struggling to decide between        
Pharmacology and Developmental Biology? Wondering exactly what       
research units are available to you? Come       
along to our electives information session      
and get the answers to all your questions,        
directly from each unit coordinator! A great       
summary of what is possible to study in        
addition to your Biomed core units. Heavily       
attended and certainly not to be missed!  
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❖ Industry Night: Women in the Medical Field: A brand new event for             
2020! In Collaboration with the MSA Women’s Department and Monash          
Science Society, we see that there is a missing link in academic events             
catered towards all the wonderful women paving their way in the medical            
industry, so we’ve got you! With a panel of amazing and inspiring women,             
this is the perfect opportunity to network and learn about your future            
options after Biomed. All genders are welcome to attend and learn from            
and about women in the medical world. More info to come, watch this             
space!! 

❖ GEMSAS Information Session: If a career in Medicine is your           
ultimate aim, don’t miss our GEMSAS Information Session (Graduate Entry          
Medical School Admissions System... you’ll deal with these guys a bit if            
you’re applying for a medical course after Biomed), information from this           
session is important and tailored to those coming from a Monash           
Biomedical Science degree. This session covers entry requirements for         
postgraduate Medicine courses, as well as how to fill out all the forms!             
There’s also Q&A time with some current Med students with Monash           
Biomed backgrounds.  

 
❖ Medical Interview Session: One of the key components of entry to            
Medical School is the interview! Here at the Biomed Society we collaborate            
with Fraser’s GAMSAT and bring along an expert to tell you about the             
process and give you some great hints and tips for doing well!  

❖ GAMSAT Information Session: Due to the interest of most Biomed           
students in postgraduate Medicine, we run an individual information         
session about the Graduate Australian Medical School Admission Test         
(GAMSAT). This day-long exam is a necessary trial to endure for entry into             
postgraduate Medicine. In 2020, we are again partnering with Fraser’s          
GAMSAT Tuition to provide a comprehensive information session, which         
deconstructs the three sections of the GAMSAT and provides preparatory          
advice for each. Highly recommended to complement your GAMSAT         
preparation.  
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❖ Masters and Honours Information session: Are you unsure of what           
further study options are available to Biomed graduates? If so, our Masters            
& Honours Information Session is for you. The session is run in a lecture              
format with the coordinators from multiple masters and honours courses          
from departments such as Physiology, Radiation Therapy, Embryology and         
more. This event is a great opportunity and platform for you to explore the              
range of options and alternate career pathways beyond your Biomedical          
Science degree! 

❖ Corporate Cocktails: Dress up nicely at one of Melbourne’s best 
venues, have a drink or two and learn all about some of your options 
post-Biomed! The fact of the matter is, there is such a wide range of 
careers that await you with a Biomedical Science degree under your belt, 
and what better way to learn about them than to talk to real people with 
experience in them? We invite professionals in health science, 
pharmaceuticals, education, research and the medical field... just to name 
a few. After running this event for the first time last year and seeing its 
great success, we know this is an event not to be missed and it will be 
bigger and better than ever. Let’s make academics FUN together! 
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FOOD HACKS 

❖ Joe’s Pizzeria — signing up as a member gives you access to 
discount cards for this yummy pizzeria!! For just a short walk from campus 
centre, this pizza is worth a bite! 

❖ Guzman y Gomez — sign up to the app and get the first burrito free. 
Also, one of the tastiest feeds on campus, highly recommend the Cali 
burrito.  

❖ Taste Baguette (under Menzies) — 10-15 mins before closing they 
offer their tasty baguettes, rice paper rolls, pizzas and salads for a very 
appealing price of $5. Very good if you’re looking for a cheap study snack 
in the arvo. The brownies from this place are also damn tasty.  

❖ Wholefoods is definitely the place to go if you love cheap, vegetarian 
and vegan food (located upstairs of Campus Centre). If you are particularly 
light on change, the $3 dahl is the go. Also, such a funky and cute place to 
hang out. 

❖ Monash Merchant near Monash Sport — open late so perfect for a 
late-night study snack. Has many delicious delicacies including kombucha 
on tap (delicious depending on who you ask, it’s a big no from Phil), freshly 
squeezed OJ as well as many tasty treats Oasis Bakery. Bonus hack: 
$1.50 coffees!! (Stevo’s go-to) 

❖ Neptune’s Seafood Catch — cheap as potato cakes and very tasty 
chippies; self-serve chicken salt and saucy-sauce is also a massive win.  

❖ Malong Kitchen & Dumplings — cheap dumplings under Hargrave 
Library (yes, this library exists), very reasonably priced for a very satisfying 
meal.  
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First year BMS units & potential electives...  
BMS1011: Biomedical chemistry: This unit essentially builds on Year 12 chem           
knowledge. Make sure you come prepared with the workbook given to you at the start               
of the semester. Tutes are a good opportunity to ask questions and seek help if               
required from your tutor and peers if you want clarification on some of the more difficult                
concepts. Knowledge from this unit is assessed in the GAMSAT so make good notes              
and be sure to hold onto them for later reference!  
 
BMS1021: Cells, tissues and organisms: It’s back to the basics of biology with this              
unit, think ‘mitochondria are the powerhouse of the cell’, ribosomes, and Golgi            
apparatus. Depending on the topic, you will have seen some of the content before in               
VCE biology. Don’t stress if you didn’t study biology in VCE—there are extra resources              
made available and your unit coordinator is very aware of this situation. Ask your              
friends for help if you’re struggling to understand a concept and try to stay on top of all                  
the content. It’s an achievable unit without any previous bio knowledge. This unit will              
help to form the basis of your biology knowledge throughout the rest of the course and                
form the foundations of future units.  

BMS1031: Medical biophysics: This unit is a little intimidating for those who didn’t             
study physics in VCE. However, most people find this subject challenging and you are              
not alone if you feel a little overwhelmed from time-to-time in this unit. Seek help at the                 
TAPAS sessions run in the PACE labs to clarify any questions or queries you may have                
with demonstrators and lecturers. Also, don’t be afraid to ask your friends for help,              
contact lecturers via email or approach them after a lecture, as this is the best way to                 
proactively help yourself better understand those tricky concepts. PASS is also offered            
for this subject. Use the practice exams to help you prepare for the exam.  

BMS1042: Public health and preventative medicine: 1042 has two distinct yet           
complementary components, the public health aspect and the statistics aspect. The           
public health aspect can be really interesting yet is often the harder part to study for                
come exams. Stats is a contrast to the hardcore maths found in other parts of Biomed,                
being similar to year 12 further maths. If you didn’t do further maths in VCE, pay                
attention to the concepts as it’s a very different type of maths to Math Methods. Only a                 
few of the tutes and workshops are compulsory, but it is recommended that you attend               
as many as you can.  

BMS1052: Human neurobiology: This can be one of the more challenging units that             
you’ll complete in first year for some students, but it is also one of the most interesting.                 
It is a well run, and well-taught unit, that explores a remarkably interesting area of               
human biology, our brains. You learn about an array of senses such as vision, and               
hearing, as well as how muscles work. The unit also equips you well for second year                
and is a great opportunity to develop your ability to answer short answer questions.  
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BMS1062: Molecular biology: 1062 builds off of the central dogma of molecular            
biology, exploring how our genes become proteins and all of the steps in between. You               
learn a lot about DNA and RNA, right from the very basics, and learn about how they                 
duplicate and are translated and transcribed into the proteins found in the body. The              
labs in this unit are generally well run and are a good opportunity to build up some                 
strength in semester marks. It’s not necessarily the most interesting unit you will             
complete, but it equips you well for the rest of Biomed.  

Potential electives  
ATS1297: Academic Writing: This subject is made to teach you how to write and work               
as a Uni Student. The style of writing used in high school is very different from the                 
expectations put on you by Universities. You will learn key principles of grammar, and              
how to use sources correctly (finding, referencing, quoting, and paraphrasing) and           
avoid problems like plagiarism. You will also learn how to plan, research, edit, and              
proofread essays. This Unit also has no exams and comes highly recommended by             
many students.  

ATS1261: Understanding human behaviour: Great subject if you’re interested in an           
arts unit. Marks can be easily obtained by simply showing up for tutorials and there is                
no exam. Covers basic psychology concepts.  

CHM1011 and CHM1022 Chemistry: The go to elective for the majority of Biomed             
students, these units are exactly what you expect. They’re similar to Year 12 chemistry,              
expanding on most topics and introducing one or two new ones. Coming to these labs               
after your BMS classes will be a relief, they’ll be more in line with the difficulty you                 
hoped uni would be. The one-hour tute is more pleasant than a fourth hour in the lab                 
and come the end of semester exam you’ll be glad you stuck to 1011/1022. If you hate                 
writing lab reports this is not the elective for you.  

ENG1003: Engineering mobile apps: An excellent elective to build upon your           
knowledge of Biolo... LOL, just kidding! Unless you’re in the Biomed/Eng double            
degree, in which case Claudia and Phil send their condolences.  

ENG1090: Foundation mathematics (MTH1020): This unit is basically Specialist         
Maths and would suit the more mathematically inclined Biomed student.  

PSY1011 and PSY1022 Psychology: Considered manageable subjects for those who          
have a VCE foundation in psychology. The second-semester unit is the more enjoyable             
of the two, as it appears to be run better. Tutorials are not compulsory, and workshops                
are recorded so can be watched from home if contact hours are difficult for you.  
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SCI1020: Introduction to statistical reasoning: Similar load to BMS subjects. Very           
similar to further maths and thoroughly enjoyed by students—even considered the most            
favourite subject out of all of the first-year ones.  
 
❖ Although all electives spoken about here are more Science and Maths based and              
complement the Biomed Course very well, don't be afraid to complete your electives             
from other faculties. Do you have a special interest in music, a language or some               
obscure obsession with rocks? Have a look at the Monash Unit Handbook and you’ll              
be amazed at all the options available to you. Make sure you check all Units that you                 
are interested in prerequisites, co-requisites and prohibitions as not all Units may be             
appropriate for you.  
 
*** Please note that these are written at the discretion of committee members and represent their own                 
opinions only. We definitely recommend consulting the official unit guides published in the Monash              
Handbook for more detailed descriptions. This guide is written for anecdotal advice and should be used                
in conjunction with picking the brains of your peers and checking out the MSA’s Counter Faculty                
Handbook when deciding which units to select.  

A note on textbooks  
The cost of all the prescribed and recommended textbooks for each semester can             
quickly add up, so we definitely recommend looking into a PDF/Ebook version of the              
textbook. Most can be found after a dedicated browse on the internet or by asking               
around. One of your Biomed buddies is sure to have a copy!  

Keeping in mind that due to the prescribed workload for each unit, which often includes               
compulsory background/pre-reading as well as pre- and post- online lessons, most           
students find it difficult to find a spare hour or two to go through the content in the                  
accompanying textbook. The lecture slides are sometimes comprehensive enough and          
if you’re seeking additional notes/examples you are usually able to find a helpful tutorial              
on Khan Academy.  

The suggested textbooks are prescribed for a reason and we recommend following the             
booklist if you decide on purchasing them. Overall, we think the best way to go about it                 
is not to purchase them immediately, in case you decide you won’t use it all that often.  
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Special thanks to...  

❖ StudentVIP: Shout-out to Australia’s biggest 
student website for providing us with our 
highlighters and bottle openers once again! A great 
place to sell used textbooks, boost your exam prep 
with high quality subject notes and find a private 
tutor for your university studies.  
W: http://studentvip.com.au  

❖ Remedy Kombucha: Special thanks to these 
legends, providing us with the tastiest, healthiest 
live cultured drinks going ‘round: chock-full of live 
cultures, organic acids and antioxidants that are 
good for your gut and overall well being.  
W: http://remedykombucha.com.au  

❖ Moments Condoms: The company for 
anyone who wants to have a good time; the 
company with a true passion for empowering 
women to celebrate and protect their sexual 
health; the company proudly supporting our 
cAMP this year to ensure the safest 
environment for our students. 
W: http://momentscondoms.com.au  

❖ Fraser’s GAMSAT: The number one GAMSAT 
preparation company that truly cares for helping our 
students succeed in their passion for postgraduate 
Medicine. Keep an eye out for their events this year! 
W: http://frasersgamsat.com.au  
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❖ Joe’s Pizzeria and Cafe: The best pizza you can 
find on-campus, perfect for a well-deserved feast after 
class! Find them at 28 Sports Walk, Logan Hall, 
Clayton Campus, and look out for their amazing 
discounts.  
W: https://www.monash.edu/food-and-ret 
ail/vendors/joes-pizzeria 

❖ Rec Xpress Fitness: The gym to go to if you want 
great convenience and value for money. Special 
thanks to them for providing our members with an 
awesome discounted membership offer!  
W: https://recxpress.com.au/ 

 

❖ The Fruity Co: Fashionable, great quality 
apparel for affordable prices, designed by none other 
than a Monash student!  
W: https://thefruityco.com/ 
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